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ABSTRACT: By utilizing scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
the self-assembled nanostructures of three characteristic aldehydes
have been examined at the solution−solid interface. By introducing
the active reactant 5-aminoisophthalic acid (5-AIPA), we
succeeded in changing the self-assembled molecular structures
through the condensation reaction and obtained the information
on structural transformation in real time. The corresponding
carboxyl conjugated derivatives were formed in situ and developed
into the closely packed and ordered molecular architectures via
hydrogen bonds at the solution−solid surface. The relevant
simulations have been utilized to interpret the mechanisms of
forming the nanostructures. The corresponding theoretical
calculation is used to explain the reaction mechanism. Compared
with the traditional ways, the on-surface condensation reaction in situ could not only provide a more convenient method for
regulating the self-assembled architectures but also offer a promising strategy for building functional nanostructures and devices.

■ INTRODUCTION

Bottom-up supramolecular self-assembly is regarded as an
effective way to construct two-dimensional (2D) nanostruc-
tures with controlled properties on the interface and has been
extensively applied in catalysis, molecular photonics, sensors,
and other fields.1−4 In most cases, the on-surface large-scale
architectures are formed via noncovalent molecular forces, for
instance, hydrogen bond (H-bond), van der Waals forces,
halogen bonds, metal ligand interaction, and so forth.5−10

Integrated with the forces among adsorbent molecules and
substrate, molecules could reach the dynamic balance and
construct the stable self-assembled molecular arrange-
ments.11−13 The structural self-assemblies of a great many
functional organic molecules were researched with scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM),14−16 which is a powerful
characterization technique with ultrahigh spatial resolution
for investigating the molecular self-assemblies at monatomic
level in the past few years.17,18 The controlled modulations of
the self-assemblies with other organic molecules,19,20 and the
host−guest molecular architectures with controlled cav-
ities,21−23 have also been widely studied, especially the
networks developed by the hydrogen bonds.9,24

It is necessary to note the balance is not immutable, and a
series of elements will influence the self-assembled nanostruc-
tures, for instance, molecular concentration, light irradiation,
temperature, solvent polarity, and so on.22,25−31 Under some
special circumstances, the self-assembled molecular structures

could be transformed much more easily, such as the on-surface
reaction.32,33 In addition, the nanostructures formed by on-
surface reaction are more thermodynamically and chemically
stable and undergo the breakage and reformation of the
covalent bonds.33,34 During the on-surface reaction process,
new molecules would be produced in situ and form new self-
assembled architectures.35,36 Thus, plentiful efforts have been
made to investigate the on-surface synthesis of chemical
molecules during these years, for example, the Schiff-based
reaction,37−39 Glaser reaction,40−42 Ullmann coupling reac-
tion,43−45 photochemical reaction,15,46 Knoevenagel reaction,33

and so forth.47 With the help of on-surface reactions, various
self-assembled covalent structures have been successfully
constructed on the 2D substrate.33,38,48−52 Furthermore, the
intermediate products of the reaction are capable of being
clearly detected by the actual-time and in situ STM
characterization, which helps to elucidate the reaction
principles of the molecular nanoarchitectures on the surface.
Nevertheless, the characterizations of the on-surface synthe-
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sized nanostructures have not been broadly performed, and
fundamental exploration is still underway.
Organic conjugates can be utilized to amplify the

fluorescence sensor signal, as they have a relatively strong
ability for light capturing.53 For example, porphyrin com-
pounds are a class of conjugated macrocyclic molecules. When
excited, they can emit super strong fluorescence. Thus, the
organic conjugates are widely applied in numerous fields, such
as disease diagnosis, solar cells, sensing, biological detection,
and so on.4,19,54−56 Herein, we chose three characteristic
conjugated organic molecules for the on-surface investigations
corresponding to the structural transformation, and the three

molecules are 4,4′,4″,4‴- (21H,23H-porphine-5,10,15,20-
tetrayl) tetrakis-benzaldehyde (BAPTT), tetra-(4-aldehyde -
(1,1-biphenyls)) ethylene (TABPE), and tetra-(4-aldehyde
benzene) ethylene (TABE), respectively (Figure 1a).
In this work, the self-assemblies and the structural

transformation of the conjugated molecules mentioned above
were explored with STM characterization and DFT simu-
lations. By introducing the active reactant 5-aminoisophthalic
acid (5-AIPA) into the molecular systems, these compounds
containing aldehyde group have successfully transferred into
their corresponding carboxylic acids at the HOPG surface via
the condensation reaction, the routes of which are shown in

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of BAPTT, TABPE, TABE, TCDB, and 5-AIPA; (b) on-surface reaction routes of the carboxylic acid derivatives
via the condensation reaction between the aldehydes and the active reactant 5-AIPA.
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Figure 1b. When necessary, the template molecule 1,3,5-
Tris(10-carboxydecyloxy) benzene (TCDB),21,23 whose struc-
ture is displayed in Figure 1, was introduced for molecular
regulation.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The precursor samples BAPTT, TABPE, and TABE

were purchased from Jilin Yanshen Technology Co. Ltd., and the
reactant 5-AIPA was bought from Alfa Aesar Corporation. TCDB was
synthesized according to the previous literature.57 The solvent phenyl
octane, 1-heptanoic acid (HA), and ethanol were bought from J&K
Corporation. None of the samples and solvents were purified before
carrying out the corresponding experiments.
Synthesis of Carboxyl Derivatives on the Liquid-HOPG

Interface. First, all solid sample powders were dissolved into
corresponding solvents, and the concentrations were controlled below
1 × 10−4 mol/L. One drop of each solution was then dropped to the
HOPG (grade ZYB, NTMDT, Russia) interface to form the self-
assembled molecular monolayer. Next, one droplet of the HA/ethanol
(1/1) mixed 5-amino-isophthalic acid solution of about 1 μL was
deposited on the prefabricated self-assembled nanostructure of the
precursor molecule onto the HOPG. After that, samples were
annealed at 100 °C for the condensation reaction. The ethanol
solution was continually added to the reaction system to promote the
dehydration process. When the systems afterward cooled down to
ambient temperature, one drop of HA solution about 1 μL was
dropped onto the HOPG interface for STM characterizations.
STM Characterization. The STM detections of all the samples

were operated on the Nanoscope IIIa (Bruker, USA) instrument
under atmospheric conditions. The tips can be acquired by
mechanical cutting the Pt/Ir (80/20) wires. The samples were
made by adding the solution to the HOPG interface, and then the
molecular self-assembled architectures would be formed at the
liquid−solid interface. In contrast to the constant height mode,
constant current mode was adopted in the whole of STM detections,
and the corresponding scanning conditions were presented in STM
figure. In addition, Nanoscope Analysis software was applied to handle
the whole of the STM data, and molecular models were built with the
aid of HyperChem.
Computational Details. DFT simulations were employed to

investigate the basic scientific mechanisms of the formations of
nanostructures on HOPG by using the DMol3 code.58 The periodic
molecular structures were applied with periodic boundary conditions
(PBC). The Perdew and Wang parametrization was utilized for the
local exchange correlation.59 The local exchange-correlation energy
was approximate to the local-spin density. The calculations of all-
election ones were performed with a medium grid. On the basis of
experimental data, the values and the geometries of the unit cells in
the assembled molecules were optimized. The interaction energy and
the optimized parameters were finally obtained when the energy and
the density convergence criterion were reached at 1 × 10−5 au.

To investigate the interactions between the HOPG and the
adsorbed molecules, we constructed the molecular model systems. We
applied the infinite graphene monolayer in our calculations, because it
is similar to the adsorption of our molecules on graphite. There are
two carbon atoms in the periodic orthorhombic unit cell. Superlattice
was utilized, and the vacuum layer along the z axis was separated by
40 Å. In addition, the Brillouin zone was sampled by a 1 × 1 × 1 k-
point mesh. The calculated energy of interaction of the adsorbates
Einter were determined by the equation: Einter = Etot(adsorbates/graphene) −
Etot(isolated adsorbates in vacuum) − Etot(graphene).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Formation of BAPTT-AIPA Single-Layer Self-Assem-

blies. The molecular self-assemblies of BAPTT and the on-
surface reaction product BAPTT-AIPA have been investigated
by the STM characterization. Unfortunately, no original self-
assembled BAPTT molecular architecture was observed by
STM, which was caused by the bad planarity of the molecule.
Because the TCDB molecules could self-assemble into 2D
networks with tetragonal cavities (shown in Figure 2a and
Figure S1), we chose the classic template molecule TCDB for
constructing the host−guest molecular architectures. The STM
pictures of the TCDB nanostructures and the monolayer
molecular architectures of BAPTT within TCDB cavities are
depicted (see Figure 2a, b). The self-assembled nanostructures
of template molecules are stabilized by forming the O−H···O
hydrogen bond (H-bond) through the carboxyl groups, leading
to a tetragonal cavity with a size of about x = 2.2 ± 0.1 nm, y =
1.4 ± 0.1 nm (shown in Figure S1). The TCDB dimers were
further stabilized by van der Waals force of the alkyl side chains
and arrayed in the regular nanostructures row after row. In
Figure 2b, with careful inspection, we can distinguish the
hollow porphyrin cores and the X-shaped BAPTT molecular
backbones in the TCDB cavities. Obviously, with a smaller
molecular size (about 1.2 ± 0.1 nm) than the TCDB
tetragonal cavity, BAPTT can be trapped into the cavities of
the TCDB networks and regulated into ordered arrangements
on the substrate correspondingly. The structure cell is labeled
(see Figure 2b), the parameters of which are as follows: a = 2.2
± 0.1 nm, b = 4.6 ± 0.1 nm, and the angle between a and b was
80 ± 1°. DFT simulations have been applied to investigate the
mechanism of corresponding assemblies. The DFT optimized
model of host−guest architectures is depicted (see Figure 2c).
The calculated values of the unit cell are presented in Table 1,
corresponding to values obtained in the experiments.
Furthermore, the total energy (including the energy among
adsorbates and energy between the adsorbed molecules and
HOPG interfaces) and the total energy every unit area about
BAPTT-TCDB system are presented in Table 2. From the

Figure 2. (a) STM picture formed by the TCDB molecule at the HA/HOPG interface. Scan size 29.2 nm × 29.2 nm, Iset = 329.6 pA, Vbias = 799.6
mV. (b) High-definition STM picture of monolayer molecular host−guest networks of BAPTT with TCDB at the HA/HOPG surface. Scan size
33.2 nm × 33.2 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 679.9 mV. (c) Optimized structures of BAPTT with TCDB molecules.
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molecular models, we can conclude that the template TCDB
molecules are further stabilized by the van der Waals force of
alkyl side chains and H-bond of terminal carboxyl group. The
TCDB molecules act as a template and fasten the BAPTT
molecules.
After obtaining the ordered packed BAPTT architectures

with the help of the TCDB template, we then examined the
reaction process and structural transformation of BAPTT to
BAPTT-AIPA. Equivalent moles of the active reactant 5-AIPA
were added onto the preformed BAPTT molecular architec-
tures at the HOPG surface in situ, and then the reaction
system was heated at a temperature of 100 °C. During the
process, we continually added the ethanol onto the HOPG
surface to ensure the dehydration reaction. The synthetic route
is described (see the Figure 1b). When the systems afterward
cooled down to ambient temperature, the STM character-
izations of the self-assembled molecular architectures were
conducted. Figure 3a shows the self-assembled molecular
morphologies of BAPTT after reacting with 5-AIPA for 30
min. As shown in Figure 1a, there are four aldehyde groups in
four side chains of molecule BAPTT, which could react with 5-
AIPA. Within the limited reaction time, there exist four types
of molecular products. The molecule labeled in red circle
represents the type “0” product, which means none of the
aldehyde groups has participated in the reaction. The length of
the diagonal line of the molecule was measured to be 1.4 nm.
The molecules labeled in white rectangle present the type “1”
molecules, which means one of the four aldehyde groups has
reacted with 5-AIPA. The length of the long diagonal line of
the X-shaped molecule has changed to about 1.9 nm. The

molecule labeled in green circle represents the type “2”
product, which means two aldehyde groups have reacted with
5-AIPA. The lengths of two diagonal lines of the X-shaped
molecule were equal, about 1.9 nm. The molecule labeled in
blue circle represents the type “3” product, which means three
aldehyde groups have reacted, and the lengths of the two
diagonal lines were 2.4 and 1.9 nm, respectively. The
distribution proportion of each type of molecule is depicted
(see the Figure 3b).
To investigate the reaction process thoroughly, we have

performed the STM characterization every 30 min (mins). The
STM pictures of the architectures at the substrate (HOPG)
interface are depicted (see the Figure 4a−d) from 30 to 60, 90,
and 120 min, respectively. In Figure 4a, b, most of the
molecular lengths are not uniform, and only a part of the
BAPTT molecules have started the condensation reaction. As
the TCDB cavities could not accommodate molecules with
sizes larger than 2 nm,60 the BAPTT molecules would drift out
of the template cavities to participate in the reaction. With the
reaction going on, more and more ordered X-shaped symbols
with longer length and higher brightness appeared on the
HOPG surface, which correspond to the reaction product
BAPTT-AIPA (Figure 4c, d). As the molecular morphologies
in Figure 4d are uniform, and the molecules cover the majority
of the HOPG surface, we presume that the reaction has
completed. Finally, the BAPTT-AIPA molecules constructed
closely compact nanostructures on the top of TCDB single-
layer networks. The high-definition STM picture of the
architectures is shown in Figure 4e at 120 min. The
experimental values of the structure unit were a = 2.8 ± 0.1
nm, b = 3.1 ± 0.1 nm and the angle α between the two
directions was measured to be 60 ± 1°. Moreover, we
investigated the molecular self-assemblies of the reaction
product without the TCDB template (Figure S2), the
molecular morphologies of which are the same as that in
Figure 4. In Figure 4e, it is noticeable that BAPTT-AIPA
molecules are arranged into ordered columns as marked by the
yellow arrow, and the adjacent columns are side by side. Thus,
every BAPTT-AIPA molecule is surrounded with four
neighboring ones, as indicated by the red ellipse. Considering
that BAPTT-AIPA is with eight carboxyl groups as shown in
Figure 1, we could suppose that the carboxyl groups of
adjacent BAPTT-AIPA molecules interact with each other by
constructing an O−H···O H-bond. The BAPTT-AIPA self-
assembled nanostructures have been further verified by the
DFT simulations. The DFT-optimized molecular models of
BAPTT-AIPA self-assemblies are revealed (see the Figure 4f),

Table 1. Experimental (exp.) and Theoretical (theor.)
Values of Corresponding Systems

a (nm) b (nm) α (deg)

BAPTT-TCDB exp. 2.2 ± 0.1 4.6 ± 0.1 80 ± 1
theor. 2.20 4.60 80.0

BAPTT + AIPA exp. 2.8 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.1 60 ± 1
theor. 2.73 3.05 60.0

TABPE exp. 1.8 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 70 ± 1
theor. 1.80 1.80 70.0

TABPE + AIPA exp. 3.3 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.1 67 ± 2
theor. 3.25 3.42 67.0

TABE-TCDB exp. 2.2 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 76 ± 1
theor. 2.25 3.80 76.0

TABE + AIPA exp. 2.4 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 78 ± 1
theor. 2.47 2.47 78.2

Table 2. Energies of Different Nanostructures

interactions
between
molecules

(kcal mol−1)

interactions
between
molecules
and HOPG
(kcal mol−1)

whole
energy

(kcal mol−1)

whole energy per
unit area

(kcal mol−1 Å−2)

BAPTT-
TCDB

−58.333 −206.805 −265.138 −0.266

BAPTT +
AIPA

−129.751 −107.005 −236.756 −0.328

TABPE −16.749 −50.391 −67.140 −0.221
TABPE +
AIPA

−169.329 −153.096 −322.425 −0.315

TABE-
TCDB

−94.595 −187.994 −282.589 −0.341

TABE +
AIPA

−113.46 −106.448 −219.908 −0.368

Figure 3. (a) BAPTT molecular morphologies during reaction
process. The molecules in the circles and the rectangle correspond to
different types of molecules. Scan size: 46 nm × 46 nm, Iset = 298.6
pA, Vbias = 680.1 mV. (b) Percentages of different types of molecules.
The horizontal axis represents the molecular type.
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and the calculated values, which agree well with the
experimental values, are listed (see the Table 1). Detailed
results show that every BAPTT-AIPA molecule can form eight
strong O−H···O H-bonds with adjacent BAPTT-AIPA along
the axis (shown as yellow circles in Figure 4f). Obviously, the
H-bond is so strong that BAPTT-AIPA molecules prefer to
form into columns. For the BAPTT-AIPA molecules in the
adjacent columns, they interact with the neighboring molecule
through four strong O−H···O H-bonds, which is revealed in
Figure 4f by the blue circles. It should note that due to the
steric hindrance, two solvent HA molecules could interact with
one BAPTT-AIPA molecule via O−H···O H-bond, which is
revealed in Figure 4f by the pink circles. The overall energy
and overall energy every cell area for BAPTT-AIPA
nanostructures are presented (see the Table 2). As a rational
reference for thermodynamic stability on surface structures, we
could contrast the whole energy per cell area of the BAPTT-
AIPA nanostructure with the energy of the BAPTT-TCDB
nanostructure. The whole energy per cell area of the BAPTT-
AIPA nanostructure dropped dramatically to −0.328 kcal

mol−1 Å−2, in contrast with that of BAPTT-TCDB
nanostructure (−0.266 kcal mol−1 Å−2), which means that
BAPTT-AIPA nanostructure is more energetically favorable
than BAPTT-TCDB nanostructure. Therefore, constructing
covalent bonds among aldehydes and amino groups and the
self-assembled nanostructure through noncovalent bonds
(such as an H-bond between the carboxyl groups) can make
the whole system more stable.

Formation of TABPE-AIPA Single-Layer Self-Assem-
blies. The self-assemblies of TABPE molecules and the on-
surface reaction product TABPE-AIPA have also been
investigated by STM characterization. The wide-scale STM
picture of TABPE nanostructure is revealed (see Figure 5a),
from which the TABPE are arrayed into lamellar structures
row by row. Structural information is acquired in the
corresponding high-definition STM picture (see the Figure
5b). The TABPE molecules also show X-shaped characteristics
at the HA/HOPG surface, and the sizes were about 2.0 ± 0.1
nm. Considering the size of TABPE, the molecules could not
be trapped into the TCDB cavities. The lengths of the

Figure 4. Self-assembled STM images of the synthesized BAPTT-AIPA with different reaction times at the HA/HOPG surface: (a) 30 min, scan
size 71 nm × 71 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 525.5 mV; (b) 60 min, scan size 61 nm × 61 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 541.1 mV; (c) 90 min, scan size
103.4 nm × 103.4 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 525.6 mV; (d) 120 min, scan size 99.8 nm × 99.8 nm, tunneling conditions: Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias =
594.5 mV; (e) high-definition STM picture of nanostructure at 120 min, scan size 30 nm × 30 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 525.5 mV; (f) structural
models of self-assembled reaction product BAPTT-AIPA.

Figure 5. (a) STM picture of the TABPE nanostructures on the HA/HOPG interface. Scan size 59.1 nm × 59.1 nm, Iset = 408.9 pA, Vbias = −353.4
mV. (b) High-definition STM picture of the TABPE nanostructures on the HA/HOPG interface. Scan size 19.7 nm × 19.7 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA,
Vbias = −800.0 mV. (c) Structural models of the TABPE self-assembled architectures.
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structure cell of TABPE nanostructure were gauged as follows:
a = 1.8 ± 0.1 nm, b = 1.8 ± 0.1 nm, and the angle α between
the two directions was measured to be 70 ± 1° (see the Figure
5b). DFT simulations were carried out to explain the
mechanism of TABPE nanostructure. From optimized self-
assembled molecular models (shown in Figure 5c), we can
deduce that the TABPE molecules interacted with the adjacent
molecules mainly through π−π stacking interactions exiting in
benzene rings and the C−H···O hydrogen-bonding interaction
in aldehydes (shown as red circle in the Figure 5c). The
corresponding energy of the TABPE system was calculated by
DFT simulations, and the detailed values were summed up
(see Table 2).
To succeed in observing the reaction process of BAPTT

with 5-AIPA, we then directly performed the STM character-
izations of molecule TABPE with 5-AIPA every 30 min during
the reaction process. In this molecular system, the template
TCDB molecules were not used. The STM pictures of
nanostructures are revealed on the HA/HOPG interface from
30 min, 60 min, 90 min, to 120 min (from Figure 6a−d),

respectively. Most of the molecules after heating for 30 and 60
min were disordered, as shown in Figure 6a, b. Afterward, most
TABPE molecules finished the condensation reaction with 5-
AIPA after 90 min of heating, and became more ordered
(Figure 6c). The X-shaped molecules with higher brightness
correspond to molecule TABPE-AIPA, the sizes of which were
measured to be about 3 nm, larger than those of TABPE.
Ultimately, the reaction was finished, and all the TABPE-AIPA
molecular morphologies became uniform (see the Figure 6d).
The high-definition STM picture (see the Figure 6e)
corresponds to the self-assembly of TABPE-AIPA at 120
min, from which we can distinguish that the TABPE-AIPA
constructed closely compact nanostructures on the HA/
HOPG interface. The DFT optimized molecular models of
TABPE-AIPA architectures are shown in Figure 6f. The
experimental and calculated values of the structure cell are
presented (see the Table 1). With further observation we can
find that every TABPE-AIPA molecule is surrounded by four
TABPE-AIPA molecules as signed with the red circles. Due to
the eight carboxyl groups, we suggest that TABPE-AIPA

Figure 6. Self-assembled STM images of the synthesized TABPE -AIPA with different reaction times at the HA/HOPG surface: (a) 30 min, scan
size 84 nm × 84 nm, Iset = 299.1 pA, Vbias = 734.3 mV; (b) 60 min, scan size 91.8 nm × 91.8 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 679.9 mV; (c) 90 min, scan
size 107.5 nm × 107.5 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 679.9 mV; (d) 120 min, scan size 92.0 nm × 92.0 nm, Iset = 289.0 pA, Vbias = 625.0 mV; (e) high-
definition STM image of TABPE-AIPA nanostructures at 120 min, scan size 46.7 nm × 46.7 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 679.9 mV; (f) molecular
models of the self-assembled reaction product TABPE-AIPA.

Figure 7. (a) Corresponding STM picture of TCDB nanoarchitectures on the HA/HOPG interface. Scan size 29.2 nm × 29.2 nm, Iset = 329.6 pA,
Vbias = 799.6 mV. (b) Corresponding STM picture of monolayer molecular host−guest networks of TABE with TCDB at the HA/HOPG surface.
Scan size 33.4 nm × 33.4 nm, Iset = 299.1 pA, Vbias = 699.8 mV. (c) Models of the self-assembled architectures of TABE with TCDB molecules.
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architectures are stabilized by the H-bond existing in the
carboxyl groups. Detailed DFT calculation shows that only
four carboxyl groups interacted with the neighboring TABPE
molecules (shown as red circles in the Figure 6f) and the
remaining four carboxyl groups interacted with four solvent
HA molecules (depicted as blue circles in the Figure 6f),
respectively. Because of strong H-bonds and the interactions
between molecules and HOPG, the whole energy every cell
area of the TABPE-AIPA nanostructure tremendously reduced
to −0.315 kcal mol−1 Å−2, in contrast to the TABPE assembly
(−0.221 kcal mol−1 Å−2). The phenomenon reveals that
constructing novel carboxylic acid molecules by addition the 5-
AIPA to the TABPE system and forming the ordered assembly
on the HOPG surface is thermodynamically preferable.
Formation of TABE-AIPA Single-Layer Self-Assem-

blies. The STM characterizations of TABE and the on-surface
reaction product TABE-AIPA molecular self-assembled
architectures will be illustrated in the following text. TABE,
the analogue molecule of TABPE, has only one phenyl group
in each side chain. The size of molecule TABE was about 1
nm, which is smaller than that of TCDB cavity. Thus, the
TABE molecules could be trapped into the TCDB cavities
more easily. We also check whether TABE could assemble into
an orderly network, but we did not observe the assembly
structures. For comparison, the assembly structure of TCDB
molecule is depicted in the Figure 7a. We then performed the
STM characterization of the molecular self-assemblies of
TABE with TCDB and obtained host−guest architectures as
shown in Figure 7b. In Figure 7b, the lengths and angle of the
structure cell are measured as follows: a = 2.2 ± 0.1 nm, b =
3.8 ± 0.1 nm, α = 76 ± 1°. The TABE molecules also show X-
shaped characteristics at the HA/HOPG surface, and the DFT
optimized molecular models of the self-assembled host−guest
architectures are shown in Figure 7c. The TCDB constructed
ordered architecture with quite large cavities by H-bond and

van der Waals force, which is similar to the BAPTT-TCDB
nanostructure. Consequently, cavities captured TABE mole-
cules and constructed the TABE-TCDB nanostructure.
The reaction principles of TABE with 5-AIPA molecules are

similar to those mentioned above. In the same way, we
performed the STM characterizations during the condensation
reaction between molecule TABE and 5-AIPA every 30 min.
The STM pictures of TABE-AIPA nanoarchitectures at HA/
HOPG interface at 30 min (Figure 8a), 60 min (Figure 8b), 90
min (Figure 8c), and 120 min (Figure 8d) are shown,
respectively. Most of the molecules at 30 and 60 min were also
disordered, and with another 30−60 min of heating, the TABE
molecules finished the condensation reaction with the active
reactant 5-AIPA. Ultimately, the reaction product TABE-AIPA
molecules were formed (Figure 8d). The X-shaped symbols
with higher brightness correspond to TABE-AIPA molecules,
the sizes of which were measured to be about 2.2 nm, larger
than those of TABE. As the molecular size of TABE-AIPA is
larger than that of the TCDB cavity, the TABE-AIPA
molecular single-layer architectures were developed on the
top of TCDB networks. The STM picture of TABE-AIPA
nanostructure at 120 min is revealed (see the Figure 8e).
Obviously, at the corresponding interface (HA/HOPG),
TABE-AIPA constructed closely stacked nanostructures.
Same as the two cases mentioned above, one TABE-AIPA
molecule is surrounded by four identical molecules, as labeled
by the red ellipse. We can deduce that TABE-AIPA
architectures were constructed by the H-bonds, which is
among the carboxyl groups. The DFT simulations were
executed to investigate the formation mechanism. The DFT
optimized corresponding models are revealed (see the Figure
8f), and the values of corresponding structure cell (see the
Table 1) and energies (see the Table 2) are depicted. DFT
results show that the four carboxyl groups in one TABE-AIPA
molecule formed four pairs of O−H···O H-bonds with

Figure 8. Self-assembled STM images of the synthesized TABE-AIPA with different reaction times at the HA/HOPG surface: (a) 30 min, scan size
74 nm × 74 nm, Iset = 290.0 pA, Vbias = 526.0 mV; (b) 60 min, scan size 37 nm × 37 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 526.0 mV; (c) 90 min, scan size 58
nm × 58 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 525.6 mV; (d) 120 min, scan size 60 nm × 60 nm, Iset = 289.9 pA, Vbias = 594.5 mV; (e) corresponding STM
picture of TABE-AIPA nanostructures at 120 min, scan size 32.4 nm × 32.4 nm, Iset = 293.0 pA, Vbias = 679.9 mV; (f) model of TABE-AIPA
nanostructure and the intermolecular H-bond is marked by yellow circles.
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adjacent four TABE-AIPA, as labeled by yellow circle in Figure
8f. Two solvent HA molecules participate into the assembly by
constructing H-bonds with other two carboxyl groups in
TABE-AIPA (shown as the red circle in the Figure 8f). And
because of the larger steric hindrance of the molecules, the
surplus carboxyl groups could not construct H-bond.
Simultaneously, the forces among molecules and the HOPG
play significant roles in stabilizing TABE-AIPA architectures
and finally the architectures reached the dynamic equilibrium.
Further DFT results show that comparing to the TABE-TCDB
architecture (−0.341 kcal mol−1 Å−2), the whole energy per
unit area of TABE-AIPA nanostructure is lower to −0.368 kcal
mol−1 Å−2. It confirms that thermodynamically, compared to
the TABE molecules, the self-assemblies of the TABE-AIPA
system are more stable.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In brief, we characterized the self-assemblies of three kinds of
aromatic aldehydes, BAPTT, TABPE, and TABE, respectively.
The corresponding carboxyl conjugated derivatives were
successfully synthesized by introducing the active reactant 5-
AIPA at 100 °C. Thus, the closely packed and ordered
molecular architectures of BAPTT-AIPA, TABPE-AIPA, and
TABE-AIPA were developed via the H-bond of terminal
carboxyl groups at HA/HOPG surface. Moreover, the
structural transformations during the condensation reaction
were examined with the aid of STM. The mechanism of
corresponding architectures was carried out by DFT
simulations. From one point of view, the on-surface reaction
could extend the traditional conjugated synthesis method.
Furthermore, it can also provide novel tactics about building
promising functional architectures and nanodevices.
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